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What makes a high ‘quality’ partnership? 
 
In birds, an overwhelming majority of species are socially monogamous, where individuals reproduce in pairs and often 
associate with one another to a lesser or greater extent. This can have important implications for natural and sexual 
selection, as well as population dynamics. Historically, it has been extremely challenging to characterize how closely 
partners associate through time and space, limiting our understanding of avian ecology. Cutting edge radiotracking 
technology now allows for high-resolution measurements of pair-bond associations using spatial activity, meaning we can 
precisely estimate pairbond strength in wild populations. 
 
In this project, you will use solar-powered radiotrackers (LifeTags) to study pair associations in chirruping wedgebills 
(Psophodes cristatus) at Fowler’s Gap research station in the Australian outback. Additionally, you will record the song of 
chirruping wedgebills to characterise duetting within pairs. You will study how strongly pairs are associated with each other 
using their behavioural movement data and song recordings. These behavioural and acoustic pair associations will be linked 
to measures of individual physiological condition, breeding success, and territory quality to test for the benefits of strong 
partnerships. To date, very little work has quantified partnership associations using high resolution data and multiple facets 
of pair-bond behaviour. The results will be important for understanding what defines a high ‘quality’ partnership, how pairs 
associate, and how pairs use and communicate within their environment.  
 
Methods: 
This project will include: 

• 2-3 months of fieldwork at Fowler’s Gap, Australian outback 
• Catching and equipping wedgebills with Lifetags & recording their song  
• Statistical analyses in R using highly detailed song records and  

data of individual movement every 5 seconds 
• Writing up the results to a journal manuscript level 

Ideal candidates have experience with bird handling, are familiar with  
fieldwork in harsh environments, and have skills in performing mixed  
model analyses in R. Supervision will be provided. 
 
This project is a collaboration between RUG, Wageningen University, and 
Macquarie University (AUS). 
 
During this project, you will gain: (1) experience catching and 
monitoring birds in the wild, (2) skills in using advanced statistics in 
R, (3) a conceptual understanding of behavioural ecology, (3) 
valuable skills in scientific writing, and (4) a high likelihood of getting 
your research published in a scientific journal.   
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